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Pulse oximeters are used in operating rooms and recovery rooms as a 

monitoring device for oxygen in the respiratory system of the patient. The advantage of 

pulse oximeters over other methods of oxygen monitoring is that they are easy to use 

and they are non-invasive, which means it is not necessary break the skin to extract 

blood for information to be obtained. The standard for the measurement of partial 

pressure of CO2 and O2 is an arterial blood gas analysis (ABG). However routine 

monitoring using this method on a continuous basis is impractical since it is slow, painful 

and invasive. Measuring carbon dioxide is critical to preventing ailments such as carbon 

dioxide poisoning or hypoxia.  The problem is, currently there is no known effective non-

invasive method for accurately measuring carbon dioxide in the body to properly assess 

the adequacy of ventilation. The objective of this study was to experimentally use 

spectroscopy in the visible spectrum and the principles of operation of a pulse oximeter  

to incorporate a method of non-invasive real-time carbon dioxide monitoring that is as 

quick and easy to use.  
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Medical technology is a continually advancing �eld and with each discovery comes the

potential to have profound e�ects on the preservation and quality of life. One such technol-

ogy that detects and continuously monitors intravenous oxygen (O2) in patients undergoing

surgery or critical care is called the pulse oximeter. Though not without its aws, the pulse

oximeter has important bene�ts for doctors guiding a patient to recovery. Other methods

of measuring O2 such as the arterial blood gas (ABG) analysis method required invasive

techniques and considerable time to set up and get results. As such, these methods are

impractical if continuous monitoring of O2 is required. Pulse oximeters are used in operating

rooms and recovery rooms mainly as a monitoring device for O2 in the respiratory system of

the patient. It operates by optically measuring the absorbance of speci�c wavelengths and

using algorithms on these results to indirectly measure O2 saturation. They are widely used

because of their simple operation and they are noninvasive, which means it is not necessary

to extract blood or take samples. Even with its drawbacks it is a widely used and accepted

tool in hospitals.

1.2. Measuring Carbon Dioxide in the Blood

It is also desirable to measure the percentage of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the blood

to assess the adequacy of ventilation during both spontaneous and controlled ventilation [6].
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In the course of preliminary search, it was apparent that commercial apparatus available in-

volved invasive techniques and required time and e�ort to operate. The gold standard for

the measurement of partial pressure of CO2 and O2 is an ABG analysis. However, routine

monitoring using this method on a continuous basis is impractical since it is slow, painful and

invasive.

1.3. Other Noninvasive Techniques

Other developing methods include sublingual capnography that measures CO2 in the

blood noninvasively but requires calibration. This study then intends to test the feasibility of

building upon the principles of operation of a pulse oximeter to include a method of noninva-

sive real-time CO2 monitoring that is quick and easy to use.

1.4. Pulse Oximetry

Virtually every patient, whether in the hospital, subacute care center or at home, that

has O2 or mechanical ventilation requirements bene�ts from pulse oximetry . The principle of

pulse oximetry is based on the red and infrared light absorption characteristics of oxygenated

and deoxygenated hemoglobin . It uses spectral analysis to determine the saturation of O2

in the blood. O2 saturation or partial pressure is displayed to the user as a percentage of

oxygenated to deoxygenated hemoglobin. It is critical for medical caretakers to know this

information in order to evaluate the respiratory condition of a patient. The partial pressure

of O2 measured by the pulse oximeter may indicate that the patient su�ers a lack of O2 or
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hypoxemia.

Currently, there are several tools in wide use or development that can be used to

monitor vital respiratory related elements such as the partial pressure of O2 and the partial

pressure of CO2. They include pulse oximetry, ABG, CO2 monitors using CO-oximeter and

sublingual capnography.

A pulse oximeter uses spectrophotometry to analyze blood for the partial pressure of

O2 it contains. It consists of two light emitting diodes (LED) of a speci�ed wavelength and

a charge-coupled device (CCD) on the other side .The device clips onto the ear or �nger

to detect the characteristics of light passing through the �nger or ear. The pulse oximeter

depends on the pulsing or pulsatile nature of the blood to �lter out the light absorption due

to skin, bones and other unimportant substances. The main advantages of a pulse oximeter

are its noninvasive nature, fast response and self-calibrating operation. There are also a few

drawbacks that limit its usefulness under certain conditions. For example, under conditions of

low perfusion of blood the pulse oximeter performs poorly since it depends on the calculation

of the pulsatile to non-pulsatile ratio of blood [4]. Adequate arterial pulsations are required to

distinguish the light absorbed by arterial blood from that absorbed by venous blood and tissue

[4]. Also, measurement of the partial pressure of O2 is less accurate at low values, and 70%

saturation is generally taken as the lowest accurate reading [4]. Another important drawback

is related to sensor location that makes it possible for arterial O2 to reach dangerous levels

before the pulse oximeter alarm is activated [4]. Lag time will be increased with poor perfusion

and a decrease in blood ow to the site monitored [4].

An ABG uses electrodes to measure the acidity (pH) in the blood and the partial
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pressures of CO2 and O2. In the case of O2, the partial pressure measurement reects the

free undissolved O2 that is in equilibrium with oxyhemoglobin [1]. However it is an invasive

technique requiring a blood sample. Also, the time required to make a measurement using

the ABG is undesirable in an emergency situation when time is critical. A CO-oximeter also

performs a spectral analysis on blood that is drawn from a patient. This device measures

not only total hemoglobin concentration but also relative concentrations of oxyhemoglobin,

deoxyhemoglobin, carboxyhemoglobin, and methemoglobin [1]. Because of the use of pumps

and plumbing in the design and its high cost and maintenance requirements, it is often only

used in large clinical laboratories [1]. A sublingual device is placed under the tongue and

detects expired gas from the surface of the skin [8]. This gas is related to the partial pressure

of CO2 and O2 in the blood. Prior to use, some set up time is required in the operation

of this device. It is necessary to calibrate this device before operation and also to heat the

surface of the skin before a reading can be taken.

1.5. Problem Statement

The problem is there is no known feasible method of noninvasively monitoring CO2

along with O2 using spectroscopy to e�ectively monitor the overall respiratory health of

patients.

1.6. Objective

The objective is to investigate the feasibility of incorporating CO2 spectral measure-

ments in a pulse oximeter using a visual optical multichannel analyzer system. Summary of

goals:
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(i) This proposal is for an enhancement to a pulse oximeter.

(ii) This proposal is to determine if CO2 detection is feasible using spectroscopy.

1.7. Assumptions

� The human subjects have similar characteristics.

� Holding the breath is enough to provide a signi�cant change in CO2 in the blood to

be detected.

1.8. Limitations

� The range of wavelengths for spectral analysis of blood is limited to the capabilities

of the equipment available which is 300 nanometers (nm) to 800 nm.

� The experiments are to be conducted only on healthy adult human subjects.

� Unable to test complications due to some illnesses that a�ect blood ow in patients.

� This and future study is dependent on approval of the University of North Texas due

to the involvement of human subjects.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Principles of Spectroscopy

As mentioned, spectroscopy is one of the key technologies that pulse oximetry depends

on to detect oxygen (O2). Within this study, it is intended to discover if these very principles

can be used to detect carbon dioxide (CO2). By its simplest de�nition, spectroscopy is the

study of matter using electromagnetic radiation [2]. The �rst assumption in spectroscopic

measurements is that the Beer's law relationship applies between the observed change in

spectrometer response and the concentration of sample material being observed [17].

2.1.1. Electromagnetic Radiation

Visible light is composed of a continuum of colors from violet to red and is considered

a form of electromagnetic radiation. It is the interaction of this electromagnetic radiation

with matter that is very useful to scientist and can be measured with suitable instruments

even though not always visible to the naked eye. Electromagnetic radiation is understood

to have properties of waves and also of particles in terms of quantum mechanics [10]. It is

however convenient to consider electromagnetic radiation as having properties of waves in

some cases even with this knowledge of the 'wave-particle duality' [10]. Light waves can be

represented as oscillating perpendicular electric and magnetic �elds that are at right angles

to each other (see �gure 2.1). The wavelength is de�ned as the crest to crest distance

between two successive maxima and is represented by the lambda symbol �. The SI unit of

wavelength is the meter (m), however smaller units such as centimeter (cm) or nanometer
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Figure 2.1. A light wave moving in the x direction showing the electric and

magnetic �eld components. (Source:David Ball, The Basics of Spectroscopy,

SPIE Press, 2001.)

(nm) are commonly used as well. The amplitude of the wave is de�ned as the maximum

displacement of the oscillation from the origin. The wavelength and amplitude is shown in

�gure 2.2.

Another component of wave is its frequency. The frequency (v) of a wave is the num-

ber of crests passing a point per second or the number of cycles per second. The common

unit of frequency is the hertz (Hz) or inverse seconds (s�1). The relationship between the

wavelength of light and its frequency is represented in equation 1. In this formula, c is the

speed of light in a vacuum and is equal to 2:997x108m=s and v is the frequency of the light

in inverse seconds (Hz).

(1) c =�v
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Figure 2.2. Wavelength and amplitude of a wave. (Source:David Ball, The

Basics of Spectroscopy, SPIE Press, 2001.)

As mentioned earlier, it is sometimes convenient to consider light as a wave but in some

cases it is convenient to consider light as a stream of particles. Particles of light are called

photons. Photons are characterized by their energy E [10]. The energy of a photon is related

to the frequency of light by the equation:

(2) E = hv

where E is the energy in joules (J), h is the Planck's constant, 6:626x10�34 Js, and v

is the frequency in inverse seconds (Hz) [10]. From equations 1 and 2 , we can deduce that

(3) E =
hc

�
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We can see from equation 3 that the energy of electromagnetic radiation is directly propor-

tional to its frequency and inversely proportional to its wavelength.

2.1.2. Electromagnetic Spectrum

The electromagnetic spectrum is shown in �gure 2.3. The boundaries between each

region are not sharply de�ned but grade into each other [12].

2.1.3. Beer's Law

The Beer-Lambert law is also known as Beer's law or Bouguer-Beer-Lambert law due

to the independent contributions of three men who developed ideas that are today embodied

in a single law [2]. It de�nes a simple linear relationship between the spectrum and the

composition of a sample. Simply stated, the law says that when a sample is placed in the

beam of a spectrometer, there is a direct and linear relationship between the amount or

concentration of its constituents and the amount of energy it absorbs [17]. Absorbance of

light is linearly dependent on the concentration of the absorbing species.

In �gure 2.4, P0 is the incident light and P is the transmitted light. b is the length of

the medium. In mathematical terms, Beer's law is expressed as :

(4) A ="bC

where A is absorbance and has no units since A = log10P0

P
, " is the molar absorptivity and b is

the path length and C is the concentration of the substance.

The molar absorptivity value " is dependent on the material absorbing the light. In general
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Figure 2.3. The electromagnetic spectrum. (Source: R. Tilley, Colour and the

optical Properties of materials, NY, NY, John Wiley and Sons Ltd, 2000.
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Figure 2.4. Principles of Beer's law.

material such as esh will have a larger " value than glass since it absorbs more light. In ad-

dition, " is di�erent at di�erent wavelengths [2]. For the same material, at some wavelength,

" can be large and absorb more light but at other wavelengths, " is small or zero and the

material does not absorb light. Therefore, " is a function of wavelength (�) and equation 4

might be written as :

(5) A(�) = "(�)bC

It can be noted that in general, a plot of A(�) vs. � is the absorbance spectrum.

2.2. Blood

In order to properly study blood using spectroscopy, it is very useful to understand the

composition, properties and functions of the blood. The principles used in this experiment

closely follows the principles of pulse oximetry so that the functions and properties of blood
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that relate to oximetry is of importance. These include the pulsatile nature of blood as well

as the bonding which occurs between oxygen and hemoglobin to form oxyhemoglobin.

The human blood performs vital functions to our continued life. Among its jobs include

indispensable functions such as regulation, protection and transportation. The transportation

function involves the movement of nutrients, waste products, gasses and hormones. The

blood also acts as a regulator of temperature, acid-base balance and uid-electrolyte balance.

As an agent of protection, the white blood cells attack harmful invaders while clotting agents

form barriers to prevent excessive blood loss when injured [11].

2.2.1. Characteristics of the Blood

The human blood possesses unique properties. It is composed of about 38% to 48%

of various blood cells and the other 52% to 62% is the liquid portion called plasma [11].

The amount of blood in a typical person is 4 to 6 liters [11]. This amount varies depending

on the size of the individual and his or her size. The color of the blood is bright red if it

contains oxygen and is a darker red color if the oxygen has been absorbed by the tissues. This

variation in color of course is the critical property of oxygenated blood and deoxygenated

blood in terms of the principles of pulse oximetry.

Another important characteristic of blood is its acidic level. The pH level is a�ected by the

CO2 level in the blood and therefore venous blood will have a lower pH since it has more CO2.

The Viscosity of blood is typically 3 to 5 times as thick as water. The bloods viscosity is

increased if there is more blood cells and plasma proteins and this thickness helps with normal

blood pressure [11].
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2.2.2. Transportation of Carbon Dioxide and Oxygen

The functions of the blood are many and each of them critical to normal body function.

The plasma or liquid portion of the blood is 91% water and is responsible for transporting

nutrients, waste products, hormones and antibodies. For example, CO2 produced by cells are

transported in the plasma in the form of bicarbonate.

Aerobic metabolism in the tissues generates CO2. Once the CO2 is in the blood stream, it

may be dissolved in the plasma, bound to hemoglobin of the red blood cells or converted to

a molecule of carbonic acid [5]. Only about 7% of the CO2 is in the form of dissolved gas

molecules and the rest is di�used into the red blood cells [5]. About 23% of CO2 at the

peripheral tissues will be bound with hemoglobin in the reversible reaction shown in equation

6.

(6) CO2 +HbNH2 <=> HbNHCOOH

About 70% of CO2 are converted to carbonic acid and may be broken down into a hydrogen

ion and a bicarbonate ion [5]. This sequence is summarized in equation 7. These CO2 trans-

port mechanisms are reversible so that when the CO2 di�uses out of the red blood cells, the

reactions shown in 6 and 7 proceed in the opposite direction [5].

(7) CO2 +H2O <=> H2CO3 <=> H+ +HCO�3

About 3% of oxygen consist of oxygen molecules in solution while the rest are bound with

hemoglobin [5]. Hemoglobin binds with oxygen when they are exposed to it in the reversible
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reaction shown in equation 8.

(8) Hb + O2 <=> HbO2

2.2.3. Blood Components

As mentioned before, plasma is the liquid portion of the blood and makes up 52% to

62% of the blood. It contains plasma proteins which include clotting factors prothrombin,

�brinogen albumin and globulins. The job of the prothrombin and �brinogen proteins is to

form a clot in damaged blood vessels. They are synthesized by the liver and circulate in the

blood until activated to form a clot [11]. Albumin is the most common plasma protein and

it contributes to the colloid osmotic pressure of blood. This important function maintains

normal blood volume and blood pressure. Globulins are also synthesized by the liver. Alpha

and beta globulins assist in the transport of other molecules in the plasma. Gamma globulins

act as antibodies that provide immunity against pathogens.

2.2.4. Red Blood Cells and Hemoglobin

The red blood cells are in the shape of concave discs. There are about 4.5 to 6

million red blood cells for every mm3 of blood [11]. The red blood cells contain the protein

hemoglobin. Hemoglobin gives the red blood cells the ability to carry oxygen. Each blood

cell will contain approximately 300 million hemoglobin molecules and each of these can bond

to four oxygen molecules to form oxyhemoglobin.
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2.3. Pulse Oximetry

The underlying technology behind the pulse oximeter is spectroscopy and optical

plethysmograph. Spectroscopy is the experimental observation of some distribution of energy

emitted by a radiant source or a spectrum. When light radiation reacts with matter, a number

of processes can occur including reection, scattering, absorbance, uorescence and photo-

chemical reaction [10]. If radiation from a light source passes through a gas, those photons

whose energies exactly match the energy di�erences between any two excitation levels in an

atom of the gas may be absorbed [13]. The resulting spectrum will have dark lines at the

wavelength corresponding to those matching energies [13]. Analyzing the resultant spectro-

gram produced indicates which molecules are present in the gas. An optical plethysmograph

measures pulsatile changes in arterial blood volume at the sensor site. Various components of

living tissue contribute to light absorption. An alternating component of measured light re-

sults from pulsations in the arterial blood volume [16]. A �xed absorption observation results

from solid tissues, capillary, and non-pulsatile venous blood [16]. These �xed components are

�ltered out so that only the absorption of the blood is �nally measured.

2.3.1. Two Wavelengths of Pulse Oximetry

Using the principle of Beer's Law, a clinician can determine the concentration of a

substance in blood by the amount of light absorbed by the blood at certain wavelengths

[16]. Hemoglobin is a substance in blood that has peak absorption at a wavelength of 660

nm. When there is oxygen in the blood, hemoglobin chemically binds with molecules to form

oxyhemoglobin. Oxyhemoglobin has peak absorption at 910 nm. Pulse oximeters use 660
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Figure 2.5. Hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin spectra.(Source:John Moyle, Pulse

Oximetry, BMJ Books, London 2002)

nm and 910 nm wavelength light emitting diode (LED) light sources and a charged coupled

device (CCD) to detect the light [7]. The information received from the CCD is used to

calculate how much oxygen is in the blood.

Oxygen saturation (SO2
) is de�ned as the percentage of oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) to

total hemoglobin (tHb) [1]. Total hemoglobin is the sum of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhe-

moglobin (Hb).

SO2
=

HbO2

tHb
:100

where, tHb = Hb + O2Hb

When de�ned in this way, SO2
is called 'functional saturation' because the denominator

only contains functional hemoglobin species, oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. The ac-

tual total hemoglobin concentration includes carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) and methemoglobin

(MetHb) [1]. Carboxyhemoglobin has a peak absorption at 540 nm [11]. Similarly, the true
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'fractional' oxyhemoglobin concentration (O2Hb) is de�ned as [1]:

O2Hb =
HbO2

Hb + O2Hb + COHb +MetHb
:100

The fractional and functional saturations are the same only when concentrations of

carboxyhemoglobin and methemoglobin are zero. If carboxyhemoglobin is present at dan-

gerously high levels, the functional saturation will continue to show normal levels whereas

the fractional concentration will reect the danger. There is however a place for functional

saturation in a clinical setting as it is an indication of good ventilation of the patient [1]. If

there is any doubt about the respiratory condition of a patient, an ABG is used. The partial

pressure of CO2 is also important in a clinical setting for the global well being of the patient

and diagnosis of patient problems. The excretion of CO2 is the �nal pathway of metabolism

and as such is an indicator that all is well. In the absence of hypoxemia or the insu�cient

oxygenation of blood, ventilation is primarily driven by arterial CO2 tension [14].
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3.1. Introduction

This section describes the experimental procedure, hardware setup and software used.

The experimental procedure was developed based on the desire to compare the e�ects on the

blood due to changes in carbon dioxide (CO2) level and also the design principles of the pulse

oximeter. Based on the idea that changes in the composition of the blood can be detected in

spectrograph of light shining through the blood, the experiment involves shining light through

the �nger. Comparing the levels of CO2 before and after involved two sets of measurements,

one for each condition. These were done using the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) and

xenon white light source. Matlab was used to interpret and analyze the data. Matlab code

was written to supplement the software packaged with the OMA.

3.2. Hardware setup

The hardware used consists of �ve major components including the OMA, �nger rest,

xenon lamp white light source, computer hardware and analysis software. The following

sections describes these parts in detail.

3.2.1. Optical Multichannel Analyzer

The OMA is a PMA-11 series photonic multichannel analyzer made by Hamamatsu

(see �gure 3.1). This spectrometer is compact and made for scienti�c and industrial ap-

plications and has been pre-calibrated. This device is capable of measuring wavelengths in
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Figure 3.1. Hamamatsu optical multichannel analyzer.

the visible spectrum. Its e�ective range is therefore 300 nanometers (nm) to 800 nm. The

OMA connected to a computer via a high speed small computer system interface (SCSI) ca-

ble that allowed for real time capture of spectrum at a rate of once every 20 milliseconds (ms).

The U6039-01 PMA software that accompanies the OMA is required to interface the

computer with the OMA hardware. It allows for the con�guration of the OMA plus has tools

for capturing and displaying captured spectrum data. The software also includes rudimentary

analysis tools such as peak detection and averaging.

The accompanying software was con�gured as shown in �gure 3.2. The exposure time was set

at the minimum value of 20 ms. After a spectrum was captured, the OMA took approximately
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Figure 3.2. PMA detector settings.

5 ms to reset it self before it captured another reading. This means that a new spectrum

was captured every 25 ms. The averaging function was turned o� and the repeat function

was set to a value of more than 1200. Since each reading took 25 ms, if it was repeated

1200 times the total capture time would be approximately 0.025 * 1200 = 30 seconds.

3.2.2. Xenon Lamp

The type of light source to use was a an important decision. It was not known exactly

which wavelength or wavelengths if any would be a�ected. It was therefore necessary to start

o� using a light that encompassed as much of the spectrum as possible with a high enough

intensity to penetrate the esh and bones of a �nger. The spectrum analyzer used was capa-

ble of detecting visible light between 300 nm and 800 nm therefore the visible light sources
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Figure 3.3. Spectrograph of xenon lamp.

of a xenon lamp and high powered light emitting diodes (LED) were used in this experi-

ment. The spectrum of the xenon lamp was captured and is show below in �gure 3.3. As can

be seen in the �gure, the spectrum of the xenon lamp ranges from between 375 nm to 725 nm.

It was found that the LED lights broader and more even intensity across the visible

light spectrum which would be more desirable. Unfortunately the intensity of the LED was

not su�cient to penetrate the �nger. The xenon lamp also shows a full coverage of the

visible light spectrum with a much higher intensity. It was decided to use the xenon lamp,

however the intensity was enough to burn the �nger at the highest settings. An appropriate

light intensity setting was found experimentally that would avoid harming anyone's �ngers
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Figure 3.4. Xenon lamp.

during the experiments.

The xenon lamp used including the �ber optic cable connectors are shown in �gure

3.4.

3.2.3. Reducing Errors and Noise

The experiment was designed to reduce or eliminate errors as much as possible. Errors

due to noise would be an issue just as it is for pulse oximeters. For example pulse oximeters

are prone to error if the �nger is moved, background light from the room enters the detector

or blood ow through the �nger is not su�cient to produce the necessary pulsing signal. The
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following steps were taken to reduce noise in the experiment:

� Finger movement was reduced as much as possible. This was accomplished by asking

the volunteer to remain as still as possible during the experiment. Since even slight

movements due to the volunteer breathing can move the hand, the �nger was also

set in a clamp through out the experiment.

� To maintain consistency between readings it was desired to start from relaxed state.

If in between readings the volunteer's heart rate increased due to the increase in

CO2 or moving around, they were asked to sit still until their heart rate came back

to a resting state before another set of readings were taken.

� To reduce any contaminating light sources, all other sources of light including the

computer monitors and the room lights were turned o� for the experiment.

� To increase the intensity of each reading, the �nger was brought as close to the

detector as possible. The light source was also brought very close to the �nger.

� Just as with pulse oximetry, no �nger nail polish was allowed since it has been shown

to give errors in readings.

3.3. Experimental Procedure

The experimental design is depicted in the schematic diagram below [see �gure 3.5].

The equipment used includes the xenon lamp which produces a bright white light. The light

is directed through the �nger via the �ber optic cable. Some of the light will be absorbed by

the �nger while the light passing through is directed to the OMA via �ber optic cable. The
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Figure 3.5. Diagram of experimental setup.

steps involved in taking each reading are described below.

Step 1:

The subject is asked to sit in a chair in a comfortable position so that there is minimal motion

during the experiment. Each reading may last 40 seconds and is repeated four times. So he

or she may be required to sit still for �fteen to twenty minutes including time to record data
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in between readings.

Step 2:

Preliminary tests indicated that slight movements of the �nger could cause the spectrograph

to deect from no signal to a photon count in the tens of thousands. To reduce the e�ect of

this sensitivity, the �nger is placed in a clamp that restricts movement while the readings are

being taken. The �nger is in position between the light source and the �ber optic probe as

shown. Before readings are taken, the room is darkened by turning o� all lights in the room.

The only light source present in the room is the xenon light.

Step 3:

Readings are taken of the subject once they are comfortable. The volunteer is asked to hold

their breath for as long as they can but more than 40 seconds. The OMA is started after

40 seconds of breath holding. The OMA settings are as described in section 3.2.1 and �gure

3.2. These settings will ensure readings will be taken for a duration of 40 seconds.

Step 4:

This process is repeated 4 times for each volunteer. Because of the di�culty encountered

due to the sensitivity to movement of the �nger, the volunteer was asked not to move in

between each reading. They were only allowed to breath freely to catch their breath and

return to a normal breathing rate.
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3.4. Increase of CO2 in the blood

The method used to increase the level of CO2 in the blood is holding the breath.

When someone holds their breath, body continues to consume oxygen and produce CO2.

CO2 may exist in the body in several di�erent forms including the gas form or in the blood

and tissues in the from of physically dissolved CO2, bicarbonate or carbonic acid [3]. A graph

of changes in blood gases during breath holding is shown in �gure 3.6. The graph shows that

after breathing room air and then holding breath, CO2 increased from 44% to about 50% by

volume in about 30 seconds.

3.5. Matlab Code Development

Matlab software was used to organize and analyze the collected data. All of the data

from each volunteer went through the same processing. They went through three di�erent

stages each with a di�erent piece of Matlab code. The stages are listed below:

� Data Organization: The raw data from the OMA had to be imported and formated

such that Matlab could understand it. The Matlab program in this stage organized

the data into a three dimensional array of wavelength, time and intensity. The code

also arranged the data into folders for each volunteer and their individual readings.

� Peak Detection: The points of interest in the data occur at the peaks of the vol-

unteers heart beat since these are the points when the blood rushes to �ll the veins

in the �nger. Peak detection algorithms were used to �nd these peaks for every

wavelength and record these values in an array for further analysis. This information

was also organized in folders for each volunteer.
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Figure 3.6. Changes in the blood gasses during periods of breath holding

(Source:Charles D. Stevens, et al, Voluntary Breath holding.I Pulmonary Gas

Exchange During Breath holdling, Departments of Internal Medicine and Psy-

chiatry, April 22, 1946.)
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� Analysis: In this stage, the peaks were manipulated to reduce errors due to move-

ment and any other errors that would cause outliers. A comparison was then done

to calculate percentage change in the signal peaks before compared with after the

increase in CO2. Details of this analysis can be found in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Data Organization

The spectrograph of the blood was recorded before and after carbon dioxide (CO2)

levels increased in the blood. So a set of readings were taken while the volunteers are at rest

as the baseline. The volunteers then held their breaths for 30 seconds or as long as they can

after that. It was expected that some change in CO2 would occur during this time.

Data was collected from 22 participants. For each set of data collected during a reading the

Figure 4.1. This �gure shows a small set of the raw data collected from a

single reading from wavelength of 302 nm to 317 nm. Each row corresponds

to a wavelength, the columns correspond to a time and the numerical values

represent light intensity.
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optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) produced a text �le of the raw data containing wave-

length, light intensity and time information. Figure 4.1 shows a small section of the data

produced by the OMA. Each row represents a di�erent wavelength and each column repre-

sents an instant in time. The numerical values represent light intensity based on the photon

counts that the OMA detects. In this example, a segment is shown from 302 nanometers

(nm) to 317nm from 0 to about 0.3 seconds. This raw data was reorganized using Matlab

in order to more easily manipulate the data to perform statistical comparisons on them. The

�rst step was to �nd out the information in this data. Speci�cally, it was necessary to com-

pute the heart rate of each individual. As blood pumped blood into the �nger, it absorbed

more of the light passing though the �nger. Therefore, a plot of light intensity versus time

shows a rise and fall representing the quantity of blood passing through the �nger for each

heartbeat.

Alternatively, valuable information is obtained by plotting light intensity versus wavelength.

An example of this plot is shown in �gure 4.2. This plot shows light intensity versus wave-

length for a single point in time. It is evident from this example that the wavelengths that

clearly passes through the �nger is in the range of 575 nm to 750 nm. Figure 4.3 shows

clearly the peaks that represent each heartbeat. As the blood surges out of the �nger, the

maximum amount of light will pass through the �nger. This point is represented by the blue

stem plot lines. As blood surges into the �nger, it absorbs more light and the graph falls to

its lowest point. These points are marked with the green stem plot lines.

For each reading, the wavelength that produced the strongest signal was around 600 nm.
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Figure 4.2. This �gure shows an example of a plot of light intensity versus

wavelength for an instant in time. This particular graph shows that the most

light is allowed to pass through the �nger in the range of 575 nm to 750 nm.

More of this wavelength passed through the �nger than any of the other wavelengths. There-

fore, this wavelength was used to mark the times when the peaks occurred. Once the times

were found , this information was projected automatically to the other graphs using Matlab

code. To be able to accomplish this task automatically, Matlab code was desired because

there were 1024 wavelengths measured for each reading. Figure 4.3 shows graphs of a strong

signal clearly showing peaks.

4.1.1. Percentage Change

The peaks information in the plots of light intensity versus time shown in Figure 4.3

represent absorption of only the blood since its quantity in the �nger is the only thing that

changed with time. To get this absorption information, the amplitude of these peaks were

measured using Matlab software. This amplitude was then compared to the amplitude of the
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Figure 4.3. This �gure is an example of how the light intensity varies over time

for a wavelength of 604 nm. Each peak marked by a blue stem plot, represents

a heartbeat and every minima marked with a green stem plot, represents the

peak of the heartbeat when blood is pushed through the �nger.

peaks produced after the participant held their breath.

The method used to calculate the amplitudes was dependent on the nature of the data and

how it was collected. Since every pair of 'before and after' readings were separated with a

break to allow the participant to recover it was possible that the participant moved their �nger

thereby changing light intensity levels between each reading. Light intensity may be a�ected

depending on the position of the �nger or angle of light entering the �nger. One reading

may have a mean value of 500 nm while another reading from the same participant may have

a mean reading of 700 nm. An example of this is shown in �gures 4.4 and 4.5. In order

to obtain an e�ective comparison of 'before and after' readings who's mean intensity can

vary, the percentage change was chosen instead of an absolute value subtraction to calculate
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Figure 4.4. This �gure shows a plot of light absorbance versus time where the

average intensity is noticeably lower than the reading after it.

absorbance amplitudes. The formula shown in equation (9) was used.

(9) %Change =
MaximaValue�MinimaValue

MaximaValue

4.2. Outliers in the amplitude readings

As mentioned before any slight unintentional movement of the participant can cause

noticeable shifts in the intensity plots. This caused sudden drops in the graph. When calcu-

lating the percentage change, this e�ect produces outliers in the data. Just one such outlier

can drastically a�ect the mean value or sample variance of data set , and thus such slight

departures from normality could lose information and potential discoveries [15]. More pre-

cisely, outliers make it di�cult to get a relatively short con�dence interval for a population

mean [15]. A trimmed mean is a form of trimming in which extreme values are removed
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Figure 4.5. This �gure shows a plot of light absorbance versus time where the

average intensity is higher than the previous reading. Such a discrepancy may

be due to unintentional movement in the �nger

when a measure of a location is being estimated. A trimmed mean is computed by removing

the d largest and d smallest observations and averaging the values that remain [15]. A rule

of thumb that works in a wide range of settings is using a value of d = :2 � n, where n is

the number of observations [15]. Therefore a 20% trimming means that 20% of the largest

observations and 20% of the smallest observations are removed from the data.

The results of performing a 20% trimmed mean calculation on the amplitude data can be

seen in �gure 4.6. In that plot, both the amplitude data before (in blue) and after (in green)

the participant held their breath can be seen. A cursory inspection shows that in this par-

ticular case, the absorbance of light did change for certain wavelengths during the course of

the experiment. The 20% trimmed mean value for each before and after reading and also for
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Figure 4.6. An example of a plot of the trimmed mean of the amplitudes light

being absorbed by the blood. This particular graph shows the plot of the before

(in blue) and after (in green) amplitudes versus the wavelength of single reading.

each wavelength was calculated and stored in text �les for further manipulation. The next

step in the analysis was then to compare the sample mean of each reading before CO2 was

increased in the body and after.
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4.3. Log Percent Change

As mentioned before, the changes in amplitudes representing absorbance of light in

the blood may change in between readings due to unintentional movement. In order to have

a more meaningful result, a method of relative change as opposed to absolute change was

required to compare the mean values before and after the introduction of CO2 and thus the

choice was made to use the Log Percent Change. By using this method, variation in the

amplitude means of each wavelength can be calculated and represented visually as a relative

percentage change. The formula for calculating the log percent change is given in equation

10. The log percent change is calculated for each participants and for each wavelength using

Matlab software. The mean log percent change is then calculated for all the participants

from these resulting calculations. The result is the graph in Figure 4.7 of log percent change

versus wavelength.

(10) Log%Change = 100 �
loge(beforevalue)

loge(aftervalue)

Figure 4.7 shows the full measured spectrum and gives me an overall view of the

percentage change of all of the wavelengths. The portion of the graph between about 580

nm and 720 nm has a more de�ned curve whereas the other regions are exaggerated and

very noisy. This is because the region between 580 nm and 720 nm had the strongest signal

since this is the range of light waves that are able to pass through the �nger. This portion

of the graph is magni�ed in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7. Log Percent Change
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Figure 4.8. Zoomed Log Percent Change
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4.4. Discussion

As mentioned, the portion of the graph below 580 nm and above 720 nm shows a very

erratic signal in the percentage change in the �nal Log Percent Change plot which indicates

that there is a low signal to noise ratio in these zones. When the graph of light intensity

versus wavelength was plotted in the earlier stages of analysis (see �gure 4.2), it was known

that very little light was transmitted through the �nger in the regions outside the 580 nm to

720 nm range. It was hoped that if there was any information to be found in these regions,

the collected data of all the participants would magnify and reveal any common variations

between the participants as the CO2 levels were increased. Observing the graph seems to

reveal some trends in the data, for example in Figure 4.7 there seems to be trend of negative

change at around 440 nm. However, these plot points are still surrounded by high levels of

noise and it is di�cult to make any de�nite conclusions. This level of noise in these regions

mask any other change that may have occurred.

There is an obvious dip in the graph at around 620 nm and it rises to a positive change above

630 nm. The positive change above 630 nm can be attributed to oxygenated hemoglobin

becoming deoxygenated as the participant uses up oxygen (O2) in the body while holding

their breath. Deoxygenated hemoglobin allows more light to pass through at this wavelength

so that the plot will show a positive change in this wavelength range.

There is a negative change in light absorbance recorded at around 620 nm that is undeter-

mined. This change could be due to carboxy hemoglobin, methemoglobin or other substances

in the blood with similar spectral absorbances. Since hemoglobin bonds with CO2 and O2

and have similar absorbance spectrums, it is not known how much of this change is due to
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the decrease in O2 due to holding breath or the increase of CO2. Just knowing the O2 satu-

ration using traditional pulse oximetry would not be enough since this method is incapable of

distinguishing between hemoglobin that has bonded with O2 or those that have bonded with

CO2. Some other indicator of CO2 at a di�erent wavelength or combination of wavelengths

would be required to make that determination.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Summary of Results

Principles of spectroscopy and the pulse oximeter were used as a basis for determining

physical detectable changes in the �nger before and after the increase of carbon dioxide in

the body. Carbon dioxide levels where intentionally increased in the body by way of holding

breath. The measurements were taken using an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) and

analyzed using Matlab software. From these procedures the following results were produced:

� A 20% trimmed mean plot for every reading of each participant.

� A log percent change plot for every reading of each participant.

� An overall Log Percent Change plot representing the results of all the participants

combined.

5.2. Conclusions

After these procedures the following conclusions were made:

� Below 580 nm and above 720 nm, the percentage change in the �nal log percent

change plot became very erratic. This indicates that there is noise in these zones.

This level of noise in these regions masked any other change that may have occurred.

� There is a dip in the plot around 620 nm and it rises to a positive change above 630

nm. The positive change above in the range of 630 nm to 720 nm can be attributed

to oxygenated hemoglobin becoming deoxygenated as the participant uses up oxygen

in the body while holding their breath. This result con�rms the functioning of the
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Figure 5.1. Breath holding study conducted using a pulse oximeter to measure

the partial pressure of oxygen in the blood after the breath is held.

pulse oximeter as shown in a breath holding study (see �gure 5.1). In this study

it shows that after the breath is held for 30 seconds, a subsequent 1� 2% drop

in oxygen saturation is found shortly after. Deoxygenated hemoglobin allows more

light to pass through so that the plot will show a positive change in this red light

range.

� The negative change recorded in the range of 610 nm to 625 nm may be attrib-

uted to carboxyhemoglobin. Other studies indicate that methemoglobin has similar

absorbance spectrum and therefore interfere with accurate detection of carboxy-

hemoglobin [9]. Therefore that change cannot conclusively indicate the absolute

change in carbon dioxide either directly or in the other forms in which it exists in

the blood.
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5.3. Recommendations

In future studies the following changes and recommendations may improve the future

outcomes:

� The OMA used was capable of measuring wavelengths between 300 nm and 800

nm. However, even for pulse oximetry, wavelengths in the infrared range is used.

In future studies, a spectrometer with a wider range that incorporates more of the

infrared and possible ultraviolet range would give the researcher more information.

� The spectrometer used had a resolution of 3 nm. Using a higher resolution spec-

trometer would also give more information that could possibly distinguish between

the substances in the blood with similar absorption spectrums.

� In this study, the level of carbon dioxide was raised by each participant holding their

breath. A better method of safely increasing the level of carbon dioxide in the body

is desired for two reasons. The �rst is that it would more closely resemble the actual

dangerous levels that may cause hypoxia. Also, if the carbon dioxide levels where

higher, the spectrometer maybe be able to more easily detect changes due to the

increase in CO2. Since such higher levels may pose a danger to any participants,

it is suggested that such studies be conducted under the supervision of medical

professionals.
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APPENDIX A

20 PERCENT TRIMMED MEAN
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Figure 1.1. Volunteer4a.
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Figure 1.2. Volunteer5a.

Figure 1.3. Volunteer6a.
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Figure 1.4. Volunteer6b.

Figure 1.5. Volunteer7a.
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Figure 1.6. Volunteer7b.

Figure 1.7. Volunteer7c.
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Figure 1.8. Volunteer7d.

Figure 1.9. Volunteer11a.
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Figure 1.10. Volunteer11b.

Figure 1.11. Volunteer11d.
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Figure 1.12. Volunteer12a.

Figure 1.13. Volunteer12b.
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Figure 1.14. Volunteer12c.

Figure 1.15. Volunteer13a.
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Figure 1.16. Volunteer13b.

Figure 1.17. Volunteer13c.
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Figure 1.18. Volunteer13d.

Figure 1.19. Volunteer14a.
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Figure 1.20. Volunteer14b.

Figure 1.21. Volunteer14c.
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Figure 1.22. Volunteer14d.

Figure 1.23. Volunteer15a.
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Figure 1.24. Volunteer15b.

Figure 1.25. Volunteer15c.
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Figure 1.26. Volunteer15d.

Figure 1.27. Volunteer16c.
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Figure 1.28. Volunteer16d.

Figure 1.29. Volunteer17a.
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Figure 1.30. Volunteer17b.

Figure 1.31. Volunteer17c.
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Figure 1.32. Volunteer17d.

Figure 1.33. Volunteer18a.
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Figure 1.34. Volunteer18b.

Figure 1.35. Volunteer18c.
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Figure 1.36. Volunteer18d.

Figure 1.37. Volunteer19a.
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Figure 1.38. Volunteer19b.

Figure 1.39. Volunteer19c.
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Figure 1.40. Volunteer19d.

Figure 1.41. Volunteer20a.
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Figure 1.42. Volunteer20b.

Figure 1.43. Volunteer20c.
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Figure 1.44. Volunteer20d.

Figure 1.45. Volunteer21a.
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Figure 1.46. Volunteer21b.

Figure 1.47. Volunteer21c.
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Figure 1.48. Volunteer21d.

Figure 1.49. Volunteer22a.
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Figure 1.50. Volunteer22b.

Figure 1.51. Volunteer22c.
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Figure 1.52. Volunteer22d.
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APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX C

MATLAB CODE

C.1. Organize and plot data

clc;clear;

for subject_no = 1:22

before='before';

after='after';

%subject_no= 22 ;

subject = num2str(subject_no);

suffix = '.txp';

datapath = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Peaks\';

path(path,'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\Data');

path(path,'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Files1');

path(path,'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Files2');

path(path,'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Files3');

for readingloop = 1:4

if readingloop == 1

reading = 'a';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_maximas.txt');
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elseif readingloop == 2

reading = 'b';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 3

reading = 'c';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 4

reading = 'd';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_maximas.txt');

end

subjectpath = strcat(datapath,'604\volunteer',subject,'\')

cd(subjectpath)

% Create necessary folders for individual volunteer

if exist(ptext)==2

mkdir(strcat('reading',reading))

datatext_b1 = strcat(before,subject,reading,suffix);

datatext_a1 = strcat(after,subject,reading,suffix);

datapath = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Peaks\';
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% Create necessary folders for individual volunteer

lambda = 600;

dpts=1200; % Number of Data points for each wavelength

range = [1 1 1024 dpts];

clc

'Loading, Please Wait...'

data_b1 = dlmread(datatext_b1,'\t',range); % \t makes it read 'tabs delimited'

data_a1 = dlmread(datatext_a1,'\t',range);

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'before'; M_M = 'maximas';

%READING 1 - BEFORE : MAXIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_maximas.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g %g',[2 inf]); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_before = a;
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temp = size(peaks_info_before(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading', reading,'\',B_A,'_',M_M,'_srch.txt');

clc;

'wait...'

peak_search_radius = 3; % +/- value to search around mouse click for valley

for lambda = 1:1024

clc

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%')

range = [lambda 1 lambda dpts];

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

index_no = peaks_info_before(peak_counter,1);

% insert search code here <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<======

if index_no - peak_search_radius < 1; LSB = 1; else LSB = index_no - peak_search_radius; end

% LSB Index value Lower search bound. If it falls below 1 it is brought back up to a value of 1

if index_no + peak_search_radius > 1200;USB = 1200;else USB = index_no + peak_search_radius;end

% USB Index Upper search bound. If it exceeds the matrix limit, it is brought back down to the maximum value

[C,I] = max(data_b1(lambda,LSB:USB) ); % finds the lowest value in the range specified by LSB:USB. returns index and value
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new_maxima_index = LSB - 1 + I;

%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<====

new_value = data_b1(lambda,new_maxima_index);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

fprintf(fid, '\n');

fclose(fid);

end

end

'READING 1 - BEFORE : MAXIMAS done!!'

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'before'; M_M = 'minimas';

%READING 1 - BEFORE : MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_',before, '_',M_M,'.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g %g',[2 inf]); % It has two rows now.
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a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_before = a;

temp = size(peaks_info_before(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\', 'reading',reading,'\',B_A,'_',M_M,'_srch.txt');

clc;

'wait...'

for lambda = 1:1024

clc

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%')

range = [lambda 1 lambda dpts];

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

index_no = peaks_info_before(peak_counter,1);

% insert search code here <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<======

if index_no - peak_search_radius < 1; LSB = 1; else LSB = index_no - peak_search_radius; end

% LSB Index value Lower search bound. If it falls below 1 it is brought back up to a value of 1

if index_no + peak_search_radius > 1200;USB = 1200;else USB = index_no + peak_search_radius;end

% USB Index Upper search bound. If it exceeds the matrix limit, it is brought back down to the maximum value
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[C,I] = min(data_b1(lambda,LSB:USB) ); % finds the lowest value in the range specified by LSB:USB. returns index and value

new_maxima_index = LSB - 1 + I;

%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<====

new_value = data_b1(lambda,new_maxima_index);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

fprintf(fid, '\n');

fclose(fid);

end

'READING 1 - BEFORE : MINIMAS done!!'

end

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'after'; M_M = 'maximas';

%READING 1 - AFTER : MAXIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject, '\',reading,'_',after,'_',M_M,'.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);
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a = fscanf(fid,'%g %g',[2 inf]); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_before = a;

temp = size(peaks_info_before(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject, '\','reading',reading,'\',B_A,'_',M_M,'_srch.txt');

clc;

'wait...'

for lambda = 1:1024

clc

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%')

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

index_no = peaks_info_before(peak_counter,1);

% insert search code here <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<======

if index_no - peak_search_radius < 1; LSB = 1; else LSB = index_no - peak_search_radius; end

% LSB Index value Lower search bound. If it falls below 1 it is brought back up to a value of 1

if index_no + peak_search_radius > 1200;USB = 1200;else USB = index_no + peak_search_radius;end

% USB Index Upper search bound. If it exceeds the matrix limit, it is brought back down to the maximum value
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[C,I] = max(data_a1(lambda,LSB:USB) ); % finds the lowest value in the range specified by LSB:USB. returns index and value

new_maxima_index = LSB - 1 + I;

%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<====

new_value = data_a1(lambda,new_maxima_index);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

fprintf(fid, '\n');

fclose(fid);

end

'READING 1 - AFTER : MAXIMAS done!!'

end

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'after'; M_M = 'minimas';

%READING 1 - AFTER : MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject, '\',reading,'_',after,'_',M_M,'.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it
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fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g %g',[2 inf]); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_before = a;

temp = size(peaks_info_before(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject, '\','reading',reading,'\',B_A,'_',M_M,'_srch.txt');

clc;

'wait...'

for lambda = 1:1024

clc

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%')

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

index_no = peaks_info_before(peak_counter,1);

% insert search code here <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<======

if index_no - peak_search_radius < 1; LSB = 1; else LSB = index_no - peak_search_radius; end

% LSB Index value Lower search bound. If it falls below 1 it is brought back up to a value of 1

if index_no + peak_search_radius > 1200;USB = 1200;else USB = index_no + peak_search_radius;end

% USB Index Upper search bound. If it exceeds the matrix limit, it is brought back down to the maximum value
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[C,I] = min(data_a1(lambda,LSB:USB) ); % finds the lowest value in the range specified by LSB:USB. returns index and value

new_maxima_index = LSB - 1 + I;

%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<====

new_value = data_a1(lambda,new_maxima_index);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

fprintf(fid, '\n');

fclose(fid);

end

'READING 1 - AFTER : MINIMAS done!!'

end

end % end if exist loop

end % big reading loop

end % subject_no
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C.2. Trimmed Mean

clc;clear;

overall_status= '';

for subject_no = 15:22

before='before';

after='after';

subject = num2str(subject_no);

suffix = '.txp';

datapath = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Peaks\';

for readingloop = 1:4 % reading a, b, c and d

if readingloop == 1

reading = 'a';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_ ',before,'_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 2

reading = 'b';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_ ',before,'_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 3

reading = 'c';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_ ',before,'_maximas.txt');
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elseif readingloop == 4

reading = 'd';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\',reading,'_ ',before,'_maximas.txt');

end

subjectpath = strcat(datapath,'604\volunteer',subject,'\')

cd(subjectpath)

% Create necessary folders for individual volunteer

if exist(ptext)==2

datapath = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Peaks\';

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'before'; M_M = 'maximas';

%READING 1 - BEFORE : MAXIMAS - MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading',reading, '\',B_A,'_',M_M,'.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g'); % It has two rows now.
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a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_before = a;

temp = size(peaks_info_before(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

B_A = 'before'; M_M = 'minimas';

%READING 1 - BEFORE : MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading' ,reading,'\',B_A,'_',M_M,'.txt');

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g'); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

valleys_info_before = a;

temp = size(valleys_info_before)

noofpeaks = temp(2)/1024;

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading',reading, '\','diff_',B_A,'.txt');

'wait please...'

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

counting = 1;
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for lambda = 1:1024

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%');

clambda = lambda-1; % lambda just for calculaton of array position purposes

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

new_value = peaks_info_before(((clambda)*noofpeaks)+peak_counter) - valleys_info_before(((clambda)*noofpeaks)+peak_counter);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

clc

status = strcat('Writing File....',pcent,' complete');

status = strvcat(overall_status, status)

end

fclose(fid);

status_temp = strcat('READING #',num2str(readingloop),' of Volunteer #',subject, ' - BEFORE INFORMATION ....done!!');

overall_status = strvcat(overall_status, status_temp);

end

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

B_A = 'after'; M_M = 'maximas';
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%READING 1 - AFTER : MAXIMAS - MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading',reading, '\',B_A,'_',M_M,'.txt');

if exist(ptext)==2 % if peak file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g'); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

peaks_info_after = a;

temp = size(peaks_info_after(:,1) ); noofpeaks = temp(1);

B_A = 'after'; M_M = 'minimas';

%READING 1 - AFTER : MINIMAS

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading',reading, '\',B_A,'_',M_M,'.txt');

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid,'%g'); % It has two rows now.

a = a'; % switches rows and columns

valleys_info_after = a;

temp = size(valleys_info_after)

noofpeaks = temp(2)/1024;
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ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',subject,'\','reading',reading, '\','diff_',B_A,'.txt');

'wait please...'

fid = fopen(ptext,'a');

counting = 1;

for lambda = 1:1024

pcent = strcat(num2str(100*lambda/1024),'%');

clambda = lambda - 1;

for peak_counter = 1 : noofpeaks

new_value = peaks_info_after(((clambda)*noofpeaks)+peak_counter) - valleys_info_after(((clambda)*noofpeaks)+peak_counter);

fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(new_value));

end

clc

status = strcat('Writing File....',pcent,' complete');

status = strvcat(overall_status, status)

end

fclose(fid);

status_temp = strcat('READING #',num2str(readingloop),' of Volunteer #',subject, ' - AFTER INFORMATION ....done!!');

overall_status = strvcat(overall_status, status_temp);

end

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

clc

status = overall_status

end % end if exist loop

end % big reading loop

overall_status = strcat('Volunteers 1 through ', subject, ' complete.');

end % subject_no
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C.3. Log Percent Change calculation

clc;clear;

overall_status= '';

TotalReadingCount = 0;

for subject_no = 1:22

%for subject_no = 1:4

before='before';

after='after';

volunteer_number = num2str(subject_no);

file_ext = '.txt';

datapath = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Damian\My Documents\&Thesis\&2GigData\Peaks\';

for readingloop = 1:4 % reading a, b, c and d

%for readingloop = 1:1 % reading a, b, c and d

if readingloop == 1

reading = 'a';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\',reading, '_',before,'_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 2

reading = 'b';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\',reading, '_',before,'_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 3
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reading = 'c';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\',reading, '_',before,'_maximas.txt');

elseif readingloop == 4

reading = 'd';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\',reading, '_',before,'_maximas.txt');

end

volunteer_path = strcat(datapath,'604\volunteer',volunteer_number,'\');

cd(volunteer_path)

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

%$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ READ BEFORE MAXIMA/MINIMA FILES

B_A = 'before'; % B_A stands for Before or After toggle

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\reading' ,reading,'\rlt_srch_', B_A, file_ext)

if exist(ptext)==2 % if file exist...read from it

TotalReadingCount = TotalReadingCount + 1;

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid, '%f');

fclose(fid);

clipit = round((length(a)/1024)*.1);

for lambda = 1:1024

sizeofit=size(a);
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numofpeaks = sizeofit(1)/1024;

startingpoint = (numofpeaks * (lambda-1));

for x = 1:numofpeaks

before_diff_data(x) = a(startingpoint + x);

end

trim20_before(lambda) = trimmean(before_diff_data,20);

end % lambda

B_A = 'after';

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\reading', reading,'\rlt_srch_',B_A,file_ext);

%if exist(ptext)==2 % if file exist...read from it

fid = fopen(ptext);

a = fscanf(fid, '%g');

fclose(fid);

clipit = round((length(a)/1024)*.1);

for lambda = 1:1024

sizeofit=size(a);

numofpeaks = sizeofit(1)/1024;
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startingpoint = (numofpeaks * (lambda-1));

for x = 1:numofpeaks

after_diff_data(x) = a(startingpoint + x);

end

trim20_after(lambda) = trimmean(after_diff_data,20);

end % lambda

pause

% Plot trimmed mean of change for a single reading of an individual

% volunteer before and after on same graph

x = 300+(1/1024):500/1024 :800;;

plot(x,trim20_before);

title_text = ['20% Trimmed Mean [Volunteer ' volunteer_number ';Reading ' reading ']'];

% using square brackets and separating with spaces instead of commas

% preserves trailing spaces in the text string

Title(title_text);

ptext = strcat(datapath,'604\Volunteer',volunteer_number,'\reading' ,reading,'\Rlt_Srch_LPC_',reading,file_ext);

%fid = fopen(ptext,'a');
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for y = 1:1024

trim20_before(y);

trim20_after(y);

LPC = 100 * log (trim20_after(y)/trim20_before(y) );

%fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(LPC));

LPCc(y) = LPC;

end

%fclose(fid);

trim20_before;

for temp = 1: 1024

LPCs(TotalReadingCount,temp) = LPCc(temp);

end

hold on;

x = 300+(1/1024):500/1024 :800;;

plot(x,trim20_after, 'g');

xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'),ylabel('Change in Pulse Peak (%)');

end % end if exist loop
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end % big reading loop

overall_status = strcat('Volunteers 1 through ', volunteer_number, ' complete.');

end % subject_no loop

% x = 300+(1/1024):500/1024 :800;

% size(x)

% size(LPCc)

% stem(x,LPCc)

%

% xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'),ylabel('Log Percent Change')

% axis([560 750 -40 120])

% for x = 1: 1024

% Addit = 0;

% for y = 1:55

% Addit = LPCs(y,x) + Addit;

% end

% avgtemp = Addit/55;

% Final_LPC(x) = avgtemp;

% end
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% x = 300+(1/1024):500/1024 :800;

% stem(x,Final_LPC);

% xlabel('Wavelength (nm)'),ylabel('Log Percent Change')

%axis([560 750 -40 120])
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